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Abstract: Laser-spot-location detection technology based on photodetectors is widely used in the
aerospace, medical, military and communication fields. However, most of the current research
focuses on continuous laser detection in the visible and near-infrared bands, and the real-time
high-precision position detection of a long-wave infrared pulsed laser is lacking. In this paper, a
spot-position detection system based on a four-quadrant detector is designed for a 10.6 µm CO2-
driven laser in extreme ultraviolet light source, and a second-order extended error compensation
algorithm based on a Gaussian-spot model is proposed. Finally, the algorithm is verified and analyzed
experimentally by a spot-position detection system under both focusing and defocusing conditions.
The experimental results show that the root-mean-square error, maximum absolute error and average
absolute error of the second-order error compensation algorithm are significantly reduced compared
with the traditional algorithm, and the detection accuracy of the spot-position is better than 9 µm.
The above results show that this spot-position detection system has obvious advantages and high
accuracy, which can realize the high-precision real-time detection of a laser’s spot position to obtain
accurate spot position information, provide feedback adjustments for subsequent beam pointing
control, and provide a theoretical basis for the beam pointing stability of the extreme ultraviolet light
source system.

Keywords: spot position detection; extreme ultraviolet lithography; four-quadrant detector; CO2

laser; high repetition frequency and narrow pulse width

1. Introduction

Nowadays, laser derivative technology has been applied to many scientific and techno-
logical fields, especially the lithography technology derived from the combination of laser
technology and semiconductor technology, which has greatly promoted the development
of human science and technology [1]. The emergence of Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography
(EUVL) technology has injected new vitality into the semiconductor industry and is ex-
pected to promote its continued rapid development. EUVL is a projection lithography
technology using extreme ultraviolet light with a wavelength of 13.5 nm as the working
wavelength, with an extreme ultraviolet light source being one of the core technologies
of EUVL, and it is also one of the last key tasks before the industrialization of EUVL
technology [2–5].

In the EUVL process, the best way to produce extreme ultraviolet light is laser-
produced plasma (LPP) [6], that is, a high-power, high repetition frequency, narrow-pulse
width CO2 laser is used to bombard a droplet tin-target, which is filtered and collected
to produce 13.5 nm extreme ultraviolet monochromatic light [7–9]. This requires that
the driving-laser pointing stability is accurate so that the CO2 laser energy is efficiently
concentrated on a tin droplet with a diameter of tens of µm to improve the 13.5 nm optical
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conversion efficiency. In the extreme ultraviolet lithography light-source system, a CO2
laser can only meet the power requirements of target shooting through main oscillation
power amplification (MOPA) technology. When the pulsed laser beam passes through the
four-stage amplification system, it causes the laser directivity and the beam center to devi-
ate from the optical axis due to various factors such as vibrations, gas circulation flow and a
heat accumulation effect, which seriously affect the EUV conversion efficiency [10]. So, it is
necessary to improve the beam pointing stability. The improvement of beam-pointing stabil-
ity depends on the laser beam collimation technology, and the accurate acquisition of spot
position information is a very important part of the laser beam collimation work [11,12].
Therefore, the high-precision position detection of the high repetition-frequency narrow-
pulse CO2 laser spot is a key factor in ensuring the spatial accuracy on the tin target of
laser-irradiated droplets and improving the EUV conversion efficiency [13].

In recent years, a number of research groups have carried out research on different
types of laser-spot location detection technology to meet the needs of accurate spot location
information acquisition in different application scenarios. In 2008, Kral L. et al. designed
an automatic beam collimation system in which a four-quadrant detector was used to
detect the position of a pulsed laser with a wavelength of 1315 nm, a pulse width of
5 ns and a pulse frequency of 10 Hz, making the beam-pointing error less than 10% of
the beam diameter [14]. In 2014, Zarko P. et al. of Serbia proposed a new algorithm for
obtaining spot shift signals based on the opposite sector of the four-quadrant detector’s
photosensitive surface. Their simulation results show that the new algorithm improves the
sensitivity of the four-quadrant detector to spot displacement detection, and the sensitivity
of the detector center is improved by about

√
2 times [15]. In 2016, Wu et al. studied

the position detection of a 1550 nm continuous laser spot with a four-quadrant detector
and proposed an improved integral infinite solution model, which effectively reduced the
position detection error for different radii [16]. In 2017, Tang et al. used a four-quadrant
detector to detect the position of a 1064 nm continuous laser spot, and proposed a laser-spot-
center location algorithm for a four-quadrant detector based on a Gaussian distribution.
The experimental results show that the localization accuracy of the proposed algorithm
is significantly improved compared with the traditional algorithm [17]. In 2019, Yu et al.
used a four-quadrant detector to detect the spot position of a 1550 nm and 125 KHz pulsed
laser. Compared with direct measurements, the improved measurement method reduced
the root-mean-square error by 51.5% [18]. In 2020, Sun et al. used a spot location detection
system based on a multi-unit array detector and a BP neural network position detection
algorithm to detect the spot location of a 1550 nm continuous laser, and the experimental
results reached the index requirements of the coarse tracking stage and the fine tracking
stage of an APT system [19]. In 2020, the laser interference detection system designed by
Zhang et al. selected near-, middle- and far-infrared cameras and two-dimensional PSD
detectors as the imaging devices in a photoelectric imaging module to detect the position
of infrared lasers in different bands, effectively improving the photoelectric detection and
tracking accuracy, and achieving better photoelectric countermeasures [20].

In short, the current research on spot location detection mainly focuses on the short-
wave or near-infrared band, and there are few studies on long-wave lasers. For the position
detection of long-wave lasers, if the long-wave camera is used, there are disadvantages
such as a large pixel interval, a low resolution of 10~20 µm, a low frame rate and high cost.
At the same time, many studies are focused on continuous lasers, and pulsed lasers have
higher requirements for noise suppression and signal extraction. In this paper, we will
study the spot location detection technology of a 10.6 µm CO2 laser with a high repetition
rate and a narrow pulse based on a four-quadrant detector. This work is a good supplement
to the current situation of spot location detection without long-wave pulsed lasers.

In Section 2, the four-quadrant detector principle is introduced and a second-order
error compensation algorithm based on a Gaussian spot model is proposed. The noise
source and suppression method of the spot position detection system are discussed in
Section 3. In Section 4, the synchronous acquisition and processing hardware of the multi-
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channel signals of the four-quadrant detector is designed to capture, collect and process
the output signals of the four-quadrant detector. In Section 5, a spot detection system
is built, and the improved spot location algorithm is verified and analyzed. The sixth
section is the summary of this paper. The results show that this spot position detection
system has obvious superiority, accuracy and practicability, and the accurate spot position
information can provide feedback adjustments for the subsequent beam control system,
and then provide a theoretical basis for improving the beam pointing stability.

2. Laser Spot Location Algorithm
2.1. Four-Quadrant Detector Spot Detection Principle

Generally speaking, the energy of the outgoing spot of a common laser has a Gaussian
distribution, as shown in Figure 1a. The energy of the spot is strongest at its center, diffusing
outward in a circular shape, and gradually weakening.
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Figure 1. (a) shows the spot model with a Gaussian energy distribution; (b) Schematic diagram of the
photosensitive surface of the four-quadrant detector.

After the laser spot is converged by the optical system, it falls on the photosensitive
surface of the detector, and the central position coordinate of the spot is (x 0, y0), where
H(x, y) represents the illuminance value at the photosensitive surface (x, y), then the
equivalent probability density function of the spot energy in a two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution is:

H(x, y) =
2E0

πω2 exp

−
2
[
(x − x0)

2 + (y − y0)
2
]

ω2

 (1)

In this formula, E0 is the illuminance, 2E0/πω2 is the illuminance at the center of the spot,
ω is the radius of the spot, which can reflect the energy decay rate of the Gaussian spot
and the actual irradiation range of the spot, which needs to be verified and calibrated
by experiments.

A four-quadrant detector is a common position measurement device, which is com-
posed of four identical photodiodes in the form of a four-quadrant distribution. Compared
with the other three kinds of photodetectors (a multi-element photodiode array [21], a
charge-coupled device (CCD) and a position-sensitive detector (PSD)), the four-quadrant
detector has the advantages of a small size, a wide spectral range, a fast response speed, a
high position resolution, a high measurement accuracy, simple data processing, etc. It can
measure the displacement on the nanoscale at a frequency of kHz. They are commonly used
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for position measurement and laser collimation, laser tracking and positioning, free-space
optical communications, and laser-guided weapons [22].

A four-quadrant detector is a kind of photodetector which uses the photovoltaic effect
to convert optical signals into electrical signals and extract information. The basic structure
of the photosensitive surface is shown in Figure 1b, and the photosensitive surface is
divided into four regions (A, B, C and D) by the dead zone. When the laser irradiates the
detector, the four quadrants can independently output the photocurrent, and the current
magnitude from each quadrant is proportional to the incident light spot energy. The initial
solution of the spot position can be obtained by the normalization and difference algorithm
as follows [23,24]: {

EX = (IA+ID)−(IB+IC)
IA+IB+IC+ID

EY = (IA+IB)−(IC+ID)
IA+IB+IC+ID

(2)

where IA, IB, IC and ID are the photocurrents in each quadrant of the four-quadrant detector.
(E X , EY) is a normalized value, which represents the degree of shift of the spot relative to
the center of the four-quadrant detector, but does not represent the actual position of the
center of mass of the spot, and there is an S-shaped nonlinear relationship between the two.

In addition, because the energy distribution of the spot and the shape of the detector
are symmetrical, the position relationship between the x-axis and the y-axis is relatively
independent, and only the x-axis direction is discussed later.

2.2. Error Compensation Algorithm Based on Polynomial Fitting

When the laser is incident on the four-quadrant detector (detector size R, dead zone
width d), the relationship between the solution value and the actual position of the centroid
of the spot is [25–27]:

EX =

(∫ R
−R
∫ R

d
2

H(x,y)dxdy−
∫ d

2
− d

2

∫ R
d
2

H(x,y)dxdy

)
−
(∫ R

−R
∫ d

2
−R H(x,y)dxdy−

∫ d
2
− d

2

∫ d
2
−R H(x,y)dxdy

)
(∫ R

−R
∫ R

d
2

H(x,y)dxdy−
∫ d

2
− d

2

∫ R
d
2

H(x,y)dxdy

)
+

(∫ R
−R
∫ d

2
−R H(x,y)dxdy−

∫ d
2
− d

2

∫ d
2
−R H(x,y)dxdy

) (3)

Equation (3) is a Gaussian spot centroid position detection model including the de-
tector radius and the dead zone width. This equation is a transcendental equation and
cannot be solved directly, but it can be rewritten as EX = f (x0, ω, R, d) and expressed by
an approximate decomposition as follows:

f (x0, ω, R, d) ≈ f (R, d) · f (x0, ω) (4)

By combining this with Formula (1), the actual position of the centroid of the spot
under the Gaussian spot model can be obtained as:

x0 = f−1(R, d) · ω√
2
· er f−1(Ex) (5)

where er f−1(Ex) is the inverse error function and f−1(R, d) is a function related to the size
of the detector and the width of the dead zone, which plays the role of error compensation
for the actual position of the centroid of the spot and is called the error compensation
function. Moreover, the spot radius is a constant value in the system. Then, x0 can be
simplified as follows:

x0 = µer f−1(Ex) (6)

The error compensation factor is µ= f−1(R, d) · ω · 2−1/2, which compensates the
influence of the spot radius, the detector radius and the dead zone width on the actual
position of the spot centroid.

The position residual model is constructed via the least-squares method, and the
minimum residual between several groups of (x0, Ex) data is obtained through experi-
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ments. Then, the error compensation factor µ is derived by polynomial fitting, that is,
µ = a0 + ∑n

i=1 aiω
i, and then the expression for the spot centroid position based on the

error compensation algorithm and based on polynomial fitting is obtained:

x0 = a0 +
n

∑
i=1

aiω
i
[
er f−1(Ex)]

i (7)

where i is the fitting order, n is the maximum of the fitting order, a0 is the coefficient when
the fitting order is 0 and ai is the coefficient for fitting order i. In order to take into account
the accuracy of detection and the complexity of the position settlement, a second-order
error compensation algorithm is selected for the experiment.

3. Noise Analysis and Suppression Methods
3.1. Noise Sources

The noise sources in the spot position detection system are mainly divided into
three parts:

First, when the laser beam is incident on the photosensitive surface of the detector
after passing through the optical system, the non-signal light in the working environment
will be incident on the photosensitive surface of the four-quadrant detector at the same
time as the laser beam, causing it to generate an induced photocurrent, eventually resulting
in a larger voltage signal output by the signal acquisition circuit, thus affecting the spot
location positioning accuracy of the spot detection system.

Second, when the four-quadrant detector is operating, it generates an induced cur-
rent corresponding to the incident light signal and introduces some electrical noise. The
thermal effect will also affect the generation and movement of carriers in the detector’s
photosensitive surface, resulting in the detector’s output current being superimposed
with some random current. There are mainly the following types of noise: 1/f noise,
generation-compound noise, thermal noise and shot noise. The first two kinds of noise
belong to low frequency noise, and with the improvement of the process, their impact can
be almost ignored. The power spectral density of thermal noise and shot noise is uniformly
distributed and is called white noise.

The output signal of the four-quadrant detector is the photocurrent signal. In or-
der to realize the processing of the weak current pulse signal, it is necessary to use the
trans-resistance amplifier to amplify the photocurrent signal. During the operation of
the amplifier, the input current, voltage noise and thermal noise caused by the feedback
resistance will affect the photocurrent signal output by the detector.

3.2. Noise Suppression Methods
3.2.1. Spot Signal Correction Algorithm Based on Compound Noise

The photosensitive surface of the detector receives the spot information and the
photocurrent is generated by the photogenerated volt-effect, which is converted into a
voltage signal through the back-end amplification circuit. The output signal of the detector
can be expressed as:

Ui = βi(Ri · E + Inoisei) (8)

where i = A, B, C and D representing the four quadrants, E is the light signal intensity,
Inoisei is the detector dark current, Ri is the responsivity and βi is the gain coefficient. In
order to eliminate the error introduced by the dark-current noise during position detection,
the dark current needs to be calibrated as follows:

(1) If the detector is installed in a dark room environment, then its output voltage can be
considered to be generated only by the dark-current noise of the system:

Ui = Unoise = βi · Inoisei (9)
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(2) Install the entire detection system in the working environment, but do not turn on
the light source. At this point, each quadrant of the detector is illuminated only by
ambient light so its output voltage is generated only by background light and dark
current, which can be expressed as:

Ui = βi(Ri · Ebacki + Inoisei) = Ubacki + Unoisei (10)

According to the calibration data, in the actual detection, the output voltage in each
quadrant after the algorithm correction of the detector’s input signal is as follows:

Usignali = Ui − Unoisei − Ubacki, (i = A, B, C, D) (11)

Through the above calibration and correction process, the influence factors of the
detection system can be calibrated quantitatively to suppress the influence of the detector’s
dark current and background light.

3.2.2. Filtering Algorithm Based on Gaussian White Noise

The Kalman filter only needs to calculate the current state estimation according to the
measurement variables of the previous moment. The amount of data required is small so
the data collected can be updated and processed on the spot in real time. The Kalman filter
is suitable for real-time processing and computer calculation, and it can be used to filter
out the random noise introduced by the detector during operation, such as shot noise and
thermal noise.

When the signal acquisition circuit collects the spot signal, noise will be introduced at
the same time, so the state space model of the voltage signal is as follows:

Equation of state:
S(k) = S(k − 1) + W(k) (12)

Equation of observation:

Z(k) = H · S(k − 1) + V(k) (13)

where S(k) is the voltage value at moment k, S(k − 1) is the voltage value at moment k − 1
and Z(k) is the observed voltage value at moment k. W(k) and V(k) represent the process
excitation noise and observation noise, respectively, and are mainly caused by shot noise
and thermal noise.

The main working process of Kalman filtering for spot signals is as follows:
Prediction process:

S(k | k − 1) = S(k − 1 | k − 1) (14)

P(k | k − 1) = P(k − 1 | k − 1) + Q (15)

Calibration process:

Kg(k) = P(k | k − 1) · [P(k | k − 1) + R]−1 (16)

S(k | k) = S(k | k − 1) + Kg(k) · (Z(k)− S(k | k − 1)) (17)

P(k | k) = [1 − Kg(k)] · P(k | k − 1) (18)

where S(k − 1 | k − 1) is the voltage value estimated previously, S(k | k − 1) is the voltage
at moment k predicted by the voltage at moment k − 1, S(k | k) is the further predicted
value of the voltage, Kg(k) is the Kalman gain coefficient, P(k | k − 1) is the prior prediction
covariance, P(k | k) is the posterior prediction covariance, Q is the process excitation noise
covariance matrix and R is the observation noise covariance matrix. In the process of
collecting the output signal of the detector, the state process of the signal and the prediction
process are independent of each other, so Q and R can be initialized into a diagonal matrix,
and better filtering results can be obtained by optimizing the ratio of the two.
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3.3. Noise Suppression Test

In order to test the effect of the spot signal correction algorithm and the Kalman filter
on noise suppression, this paper tests the algorithm based on the experimental platform
of spot position detection. After the appropriate laser spot parameters are adjusted, the
laser spot is incident on the center of the detector’s photosensitive surface, and three sets
of data are randomly collected for the output signal of the four-quadrant detector within
15 min, with 1000 data points selected for each group. The data processing results are
shown in Figure 2: (a) and (b) are the first set of data results and errors; (c) and (d) are the
second set of data results and errors; and (e) and (f) are the third set of data results and
errors. Through the comparison of the experimental data curves, it can be seen that after
the filtering algorithm, the root-mean-square error of the three groups of data is reduced
by 71.76%, 71.27% and 68.30%, respectively, and the stability of the output signal of the
four-quadrant detector has been significantly improved, and the signal can be kept stable
for a long time.
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Figure 2. Statistics of the noise suppression results.

4. Building the Spot Position Detection System Platform

In order to verify the accuracy and practicability of the spot position resolution algo-
rithm, a spot position detection system based on a four-quadrant detector is built in this
paper. The optical circuit schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3, where the red signal
line represents the transmission of optical signals and the black signal line represents the
transmission of electrical signals. The detection system mainly consists of a light source, an
optical convergence system and a spot acquisition and position solving system. Of these,
the optical convergence system mainly includes a circular aperture (AP), a beam splitter
(BS), an attenuator (AT) and a focusing mirror (L1). The spot acquisition and position
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calculation system includes a four-quadrant detector (4QD), a precision displacement table
(PDT), a signal acquisition circuit (SAC), a DSP controller and a computer. The light source
used in the experiment is a pumped CO2 laser in the extreme ultraviolet lithography light
source system, with a wavelength of 10.6 µm. It is produced by Nanjing Chenrui Tengjing
Laser Technology Co., LTD and its model is CR60L. The lens material used in this band
experiment is ZnSe. The spectroscope, as the main optical system, has a splitting ratio of
R:T = 99:1, which ensures that 99% of the beam is used for the subsequent target work
of the extreme ultraviolet lithography light source, and 1% of the transmitted beam is
used for real-time spot location detection. In total, 99% of the beam passes through a
10.6 µm reflector (RE) and an optical lens (L2), and then accurately irradiates the Sn droplet
target (SDT) to produce extreme ultraviolet light. In the experiment, the laser beam passes
through a circular diaphragm with a diameter of 3 mm to control the incidence range of the
light, avoid the scattering and interference of the light, and make the light propagate in the
optical system according to the requirements for improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the
system, and to adjust the shape of the spot to be close to the circle to improve the accuracy
of the four-quadrant detector. The four-quadrant detector in the spot position detection
system is made by Vigo System S.A., with model number PCQ-4TE-12/QIP-10k-100M-M4.
The precision displacement table used in the experiment is produced by Sanying Precision
Control Instrument Equipment Co., LTD., which includes an ETSL-100G micro-precision
electronic control translation table and an EVSL-50G micro-precision electronic control
lifting table. The resolution of the PDT is 0.1 µm and the repeated positioning accuracy
is ±0.3 µm.
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Figure 3. Optical path principle of the high precision position detection system based on a driven
laser spot of extreme ultraviolet light source.

According to the detection principle of the four-quadrant detector, it is necessary to
ensure that the output electrical signals from the four quadrants of the detector are obtained
at the same time as the collection of the output electrical signals from each quadrant affects
the resolution accuracy of the spot position. Therefore, this paper designs a multi-channel
synchronous acquisition and processing circuit for the acquisition of detector output signals
to ensure the accuracy and real-time performance of the acquisition signals. The multi-
channel synchronous acquisition and processing circuit mainly includes a control circuit, a
pulse detection and holding circuit, a comparison circuit, etc. The hardware block diagram
is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Hardware schematic diagram of the multi-channel synchronous acquisition and process-
ing circuit.

A physical image of the multi-channel synchronous acquisition and processing circuit
is shown in Figure 5. The four-quadrant detector multi-channel synchronous signal acqui-
sition and processing process begins with the four-channel transimpedance amplification
(TA) circuit integrated within the four-quadrant detector converting the charge generated
by the laser signal detected in each quadrant into a voltage signal. After amplifying each
signal with the multi-channel operational amplifier, each signal is summed up and com-
pared with the voltage set at the negative end of the high-speed comparator. When the
control terminal detects that the accumulated voltage value of the four detection signals ex-
ceeds the set threshold, the pulse detection (PD) circuit stops operating, and the pulse hold
(PH) circuit starts to maintain the pulse signal state. Then, the four-channel synchronous
analog-to-digital conversion (AD) chip starts to convert the analog pulse signal into a
digital signal. When the conversion on the AD chip is detected, the pulse holding circuit
will discharge the stored charge and start to detect and hold the next pulse signal. Finally,
the digital information of the collected spot position is uploaded to the DSP, and the spot
centroid position of the laser beam is calculated by the spot position solving algorithm.
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5. Experimental Results and Analysis

The actual optical path diagram of the spot position detection system is shown in
Figure 6. The specific parameters of the emitting laser light source are: wavelength,
10.6 µm; frequency, 1 KHz; pulse width, 200 ns; power, 1.9 w; and spot diameter, 3 mm. The
attenuation rate of the attenuator is 1/10. Since the size of each pixel of the four-quadrant
detector is 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm, a focusing mirror with a size of 2.54 cm and a focal length
of 50 mm is added. In the focus position, the spot diameter is adjusted to 0.28 mm, and
the laser power is 0.01 w. At 2 mm of positive defocus, the spot diameter is adjusted
to 0.32 mm and the laser power to 0.008 w. The incident laser of the detector meets the
requirement. After the adjustment of the spot position detection system, experiments were
carried out under the conditions of zero focus and defocus. By moving the displacement
table, the four-quadrant detector was controlled to move from −0.20 mm ≤ x ≤ 0 mm to
0 mm ≤ x ≤ 0.20 mm with a moving interval of 0.01 mm. By collecting the output voltage
of the four-quadrant detector, the one-to-one corresponding value (x 0, Ex) between the
actual displacement of the spot position and the initial solution of the spot position of the
normalized algorithm can be obtained. Meanwhile, the second-order error compensation
algorithm is used to solve the initial solution of the spot position, and the measured value
of the spot position analysis algorithm can be obtained. The above experimental results are
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Statistics of the experimental results.

The spot position detection results are analyzed as follows: Figure 7a,b show the
comparison of measurement results and errors before and after filtering using the normal-
ization algorithm at the focal point; (c) and (d) represent the measurement results and errors
obtained at the first group of focal points; and (e) and (f) correspond to the measurement
results and errors acquired at the second set of defocuses. It can be seen from (c) and (e) that
the second-order error compensation algorithm has significantly improved the linearity
compared with the normalized algorithm.

At the focal point, the spot position detection error obtained by the normalization
algorithm before and after the noise suppression is shown in Figure 7b. The root-mean-
square error before noise suppression is 0.0129, and the root-mean-square error after noise
suppression is 0.0087, a reduction of 32.56%. The maximum absolute error before noise
suppression is 0.024 mm and after noise suppression is 0.018 mm, which is reduced by
25%. The average absolute error before noise suppression is 0.0123 mm, and the average
absolute error after noise suppression is 0.0074 mm, a reduction of 39.84%.
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The spot position detection errors obtained by the normalization algorithm and the
second-order error compensation algorithm at the focal point are shown in Figure 7d. The
root-mean-square error of the normalized algorithm and the second-order error compensa-
tion algorithm are 0.0087 and 0.0032, respectively, which are reduced by 63.21% compared
with the original result. The maximum absolute error of the normalized algorithm is
0.018 mm, and that of the second-order error compensation algorithm is 0.0083 mm, which
is reduced by 53.89% compared with the original result. The average absolute error of the
normalized algorithm is 0.0074 mm, while the average absolute error of the second-order
error compensation algorithm is reduced by 0.0018 mm, which is 75.68% lower than the
original result.

The spot position detection errors obtained by the normalization algorithm and the
second-order error compensation algorithm at the focal point are shown in Figure 7f. The
root-mean-square error of the normalized algorithm and the second-order error compen-
sation algorithm are 0.0111 and 0.0023, respectively, which are reduced by 79.28% com-
pared with the original result. The maximum absolute error of the normalized algorithm
is 0.0203 mm, and that of the second-order error compensation algorithm is 0.0066 mm,
which is reduced by 67.49% compared with the original result. The average absolute error
of the normalized algorithm is 0.0096 mm, while the average absolute error of the second-
order error compensation algorithm is reduced by 0.0026 mm, which is 72.92% lower than
the original result.

Through the above experimental results, we can summarize as follows:

(1) The noise suppression method used in this paper has a good suppression effect on the
noise in the spot detection system, and the detection error is significantly reduced.

(2) Compared with the defocusing case, the spot position detection error obtained by the
normalization algorithm in the case of focusing is smaller, which is consistent with
the conclusion that the spot diameter is smaller when it is close to the radius of the
photosensitive surface.

(3) Under both focusing and defocusing conditions, the detection error obtained by the
second-order error compensation algorithm is significantly reduced compared with
the normalized algorithm, which shows the superiority of the second-order error
compensation algorithm.

(4) It can be concluded that when the spot center is within the detection range of
−0.20 mm ≤ x ≤ 0.20 mm, the detection accuracy of the spot position detection sys-
tem is lower than 9 µm under both focusing and defocusing conditions.

6. Conclusions

In summary, aiming at the current situation where there is little research on real-time
high-precision position detection based on long-wave infrared pulsed lasers, this paper
carried out a high-precision position detection research based on 10.6 µm CO2 driven
laser in extreme ultraviolet light source. In this paper, a second-order error compensation
algorithm for laser spot position detection based on a Gaussian distribution is proposed,
and a spot location detection system based on a four-quadrant detector is built. The
experimental verification and analysis of this algorithm under both focusing and defocusing
conditions shows that compared with the traditional normalization algorithm, the second-
order error compensation algorithm proposed in this paper greatly improves the positioning
accuracy, and the detection accuracy of the spot position is lower than 9 µm. Moreover, the
increase in algorithmic complexity is small, and the DSP controller can realize real-time
processing. The spot solution algorithm and spot location detection system have obvious
advantages and practicability.

In conclusion, the spot position detection system designed in this paper based on the
four-quadrant detector can realize the high-precision detection of a CO2 laser, address the
lack of research on far-infrared pulsed lasers in the current spot position detection research,
and provide an accurate adjustment amount for the subsequent beam pointing control,
which is of great significance for improving the beam pointing stability.
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